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CSS




Cascading Style Sheets, also referred to as CSS, is a simple
design language intended to simplify the process of making
web pages presentable.
CSS handles the look and feel part of a web page. Using
CSS, you can control the color of the text, the style of fonts,
the spacing between paragraphs, how columns are sized
and laid out, what background images or colors are used,
as well as a variety of other effects

Advantages










CSS saves time - we can write CSS once and then reuse the same sheet in
multiple HTML pages. we can define a style for each HTML element and
apply it to as many web pages as you want.
Pages load faster - If we are using CSS, we do not need to write HTML tag
attributes every time. Just write one CSS rule of a tag and apply it to all the
occurrences of that tag. So, less code means faster download times.
Easy maintenance - To make a global change, simply change the style, and
all the elements in all the web pages will be updated automatically.
Superior styles to HTML - CSS has a much wider array of attributes than
HTML, so you can give a far better look to your HTML page in comparison to
HTML attributes.
Multiple Device Compatibility: Style sheets allow content to be optimized
for more than one type of device. By using the same HTML document,
different versions of a website can be presented for handheld devices such as
PDAs (personal digital assistant) and cellphones or for printing.

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)











In 1996 the W3C recommended the adoption of a standard set to style
sheets, Cascading Style Sheets level 1 (CSS1).
The original purpose of CSS was to provide HTML authors with more
formatting support and give them a way to apply uniform styles to
multiple documents.
Cascading Style Sheets level 2 (CSS2), introduced in 1998, included
additional features and functionality.
Cascading Style Sheets level 3 (CSS3), was started in June 1999 and like
HTML5 is still a standard in progress, but is supported (to some extent)
by most current web browsers.
CSS4 began as a W3C working draft in September 2009 and is not
sufficiently developed yet to be supported by any major browser.

Why Use Cascading Style Sheets?





The primary reason for using CSS is to separate a document’s
content and structure from its presentation. In so doing it
provides the document author with much greater control over
the document’s format.
Keeping the content and presentation information separate
also allows you to change your presentation layout or method
without having to modify the documents themselves, and allows
you to apply one style sheet to any number of documents.


For example, an organization could produce a price list document and
then develop different style sheets depending on the type of user who is
viewing the content whether they are using a desktop browser or a
mobile device.

Separating Content From Presentation





Web development is rapidly heading toward this idea of
separating content from presentation. The XML family of
technologies already clearly defines the boundaries between
content and presentation, as we’ve already discussed. XHTML
Strict did not provide support for many of the strictly
presentational elements, such as HTML’s <font> element.
Like XHTML Strict, HTML5 was designed to specify the content
and structure of a document. Though HTML5 contains some
attributes that control presentation (as did XHTML Strict), it is best
to separate the content and presentation. If a webpage’s
presentation is determined entirely by a stylesheet, you can
simply change the stylesheet to completely change the page’s
appearance.

CSS Syntax





CSS contain rules and declarations that instruct a
program, such as a Web browser, how to display
certain elements.
There are many styles that can be applied to HTML
documents. The CSS specification is extremely large,
so we will cover only a subset of its styles and
declarations here. As you get more experience you
will add more and more features from CSS to be
incorporated into your Web documents.

Defining Styles



1.

2.

3.

In order to use a style sheet with your HTML document, you
need to tell your document where to locate the style
definitions. There are three ways to define styles:
Linked (External) Style Sheets: Style definitions in linked style
sheets are stored in a file separate from the HTML document.
Global (Embedded or Internal) Style Sheets: Style definitions
are stored in the HTML document global style sheet itself
within the <style> element in the <head> of the
document.
Inline Styles: Inline styles are applied to a single element
within the start tag of the element.

Linked Style Sheets





Linked Style Sheets: Style definitions in linked style sheets are
stored in a file separate from the HTML document. Linked
style sheets provide style definitions to many documents –
each document simply has to reference a single style sheet.

The syntax for a linked style sheet declaration in an HTML
document is:
<link rel=“stylesheet” href=“mystyles.css” type=“text/css” />



The <link> element is used to define the style sheet. The
<link> element is an empty element and must be contained
within the <head> element of an HTML document.

Linked Style Sheets







The rel attribute specifies this <link> element to be a link
to a style sheet.
The href attribute, like that for the <a> (anchor) element,
specifies the location of the style sheet file on the system. Both
relative and absolute URLs can be used as the value for the
href attribute.
The type attribute declares this style sheet to be a plain-text
file containing CSS styles.

Linked Style Sheet - Example

Global Style Sheets





Global Style Sheets: Style definitions in global style sheets
are stored in the HTML5 document itself within the <style>
element. They <style> element must be contained within
the <head> element.
The syntax of a global style sheet is:
<style type=“text/css”>
<!--

style definitions go here

-->
</style>

Notice that the section where the global styles are defined is contained within an
HTML5 comment. This is to hide the actual contents of the style definition from older
browsers that don’t support CSS. The comment tags are not necessary to make
CSS work, but if they are not provided in an XHTML document, older Web browsers
may actually display the style property definitions on the Web page!

Global Style Sheet - Example

A global (internal) style sheet

Inline Styles





Inline Styles: Inline styles are applied to a single element
within the start tag of the element.
For example, if you wanted to assign certain properties
to the text within a paragraph, you would include style
definitions like the following:
<p style=“color:red; font-family:arial;”>
paragraph text

</p>


We’ve already used this style of CSS in a couple of our
earlier examples.

Inline Style - Example
Inline styles

Style Precedence – The Cascade





An HTML5 document can get its style information from any of the
three style definition methods, or from a combination of any or all
of them.
When a style is defined in more than one place for a particular
element the definition that is closest to the element itself is used.


For example, suppose that an HTML5 document references a linked CSS
file that defines style properties for the <h1> element, setting its font
color to blue. The document then defines a global property within its
<style> element that sets the font color for <h1> to red. Finally, a
particular <h1> element within the document defines its font color to be
purple by using the style attribute. Which style will be displayed in the
browser? Will the font appear in blue, red, or purple?

Answer:

purple.

Style Precedence – The Cascade







Inline styles on particular elements override global
styles defined in the <style> element or in linked
CSS files.
In turn, global styles defined in the <style>
element of an XHTML document override style
settings from linked CSS files.
This is the “cascade” in CSS!

Style Precedence – The Cascade

Browser defaults

External styles

Embedded styles

Inline styles

HTML5 attributes

Style Precedence – Illustration of the Cascade

A linked style sheet named
“sample style sheet 1.css”

Style Precedence – Illustration of the Cascade
An HTML document using the linked style sheet named
“sample style sheet 1.css”, as well as containing
a global style definitions and inline styles.

Style
Precedence –
Illustration of
the Cascade

Style Precedence




The ability to override styles gives developers a lot of power.
For example, a developer could use a linked CSS file for the
common formatting properties for all of the documents on a
Web site. If one particular document needed special
formatting properties, the developer could define global
styles within that document without affecting the rest of the
documents. The same is true for individual elements. A
developer who wanted all of the <h1> elements in a
document to be blue would define this in the <style>
Element or in a linked CSS file. If one particular <h1>
element needed red text, the developer could define the red
style on that particular element, which would override the
blue setting of the other <h1> elements.

CSS Properties



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

There are many types of CSS properties:

Font properties define font styles such as font family or type, size, weight, and
variant.
Text properties define the layout of blocks of text, words, or characters,
including spacing, alignment, transformation (forced uppercase or lowercase),
and decoration (such as underline, overline, strikethrough, and blinking).

Color and image properties define the color and background formatting of
text and images. These properties can also define the position of a
background image and whether the image is repeated (tiled).
Border properties define the style of borders for elements like tables and
images, as well as for the entire document. Border properties include width,
height, style, color, margins, and padding.
Display properties define the style for the structure of the document. These
properties can define the placement of elements within the document, such as
block or inline, and how whitespace is formatted within the document.

Font Properties

Property
font
font-family

font-size
font-style

Description
Global font declaration. Can
define all font properties in one
property.

font-family, fontstyle, font-weight,
font-size, fontstyle

Font type to display text.

arial, courier

Size of font in pixels or as a
percentage.

small, x-small,
medium, large,
x-large

Style of font.

italic, bold,
oblique

font-variant Font rendering.
font-weight

Value Example(s)

Darkness of font. Uses name or
number.

normal, small-caps
normal, light, bold,
bolder, 100, 200,
300, 400, etc.

Text Properties

Property
word-spacing
letter-spacing
text-align
vertical-align

text-indent
text-transform
line-height
text-decoration

Description

Value Example(s)

Amount of space between words in an
element.

normal, number of pixels

Amount of space between letters.

normal, number of pixels

Horizontal alignment of text on page.

right, left, center

Vertical alignment of text on page.

baseline, sub, super,
top, text-top, middle,
bottom, text-bottom,
percentage

How much first line is indented.

0, number of pixels (i.e. 10 px),
percentage (i.e. 10%)

Change case of text.

uppercase, lowercase,
capitalize, none

Amount of space between lines of text.

normal, number of pixels

Special controls of text appearance

underline, overline,
blink, line-through,
none

Color Properties
Property
color

background
backgroundcolor

Description

Value Example(s)

Text color

red, blue, color code

Global background declaration. Can
define all background properties in one
property.

background-color, backgroundimage, background-position,
background-repeat, backgroundattachment

Color of element’s background

color name, transparent,
inherit

backgroundimage

Image to be used as a background.

backgroundattachment

Scrolling of background image with the
element.

scroll, fixed, inherit

backgroundposition

Position of element’s background.

top, center, bottom,
left, right, percentage,
number of pixels

backgroundrepeat

Repeat pattern for background image
(tiling).

repeat, repeat-x,
repeat-y, no-repeat

URL, name of local file.

Border Properties

Property

Description

Value Example(s)

border-color

Color of the border element.

red, blue, color code

border-width

Width of the border.

medium, thin, thick,
number of pixels.

border-style

Style of the border.

none, solid, double

margin-top

Width of margin at the top of element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

margin-bottom

Width of margin at the bottom of
element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

margin-left

Width of margin at the left side of
element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

margin-right

Width of margin at the right side of
element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

Amount of padding at top of element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

padding-top

Border Properties (continued)

Property

Description

Value Example(s)

Amount of padding at bottom of
element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

padding-left

Amount of padding on left side of
element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

padding-right

Amount of padding on right side of
element.

0, number of pixels, percentage.

clear

Whether an element permits other
elements on its sides.

float

Floating element.

none, left, right

Height of an element.

auto, number of pixels,
percentage

Width of section

auto, number of pixels,
percentage

padding-bottom

height
width

none, left, right

Display Properties

Property
display
white-space

visibility

Description

Value Example(s)

Controls display of an element.

block, inline, listitem

Whitespace formatting.

normal, pre, nowrap

Controls visibility of element.

inherit, visible,
hidden

CSS Rules







CSS rules have two parts: a selector and a set of property
declarations that define the style or styles that will apply to the
selector.
The selector can contain a single element, a class/id selector, or a
list of selectors. Multiple selectors are separated by commas. For
styles that have more than one property defined, each property is
separated by a semicolon.
The following page shows two examples of CSS rules, the first is an
example of a rule that applies to a single element, in this case, the
<h1> element, and the second rule applies to three elements, the
<h1>, <h2>, and <p> elements.

CSS Rules – Examples

h1 {
color: black;

CSS rule applying to
a single element.

font-size: 12pt;
font-family: arial;
}

h1, h2, p {
color: red;
font-size: 12pt;

CSS rule applying to
a three elements.

font-family: arial;
}

CSS Comments



The syntax for comments in CSS is different than we’ve seen so far
for HTML5 documents (recall HTML5 comments begin with <!-and end with -->). Comments in CSS begin with /* and end with
*/. The following is an example of a CSS comments:
/* This is a comment in CSS */
/* Comments can also
span multiple lines */





Web browsers and other processing applications ignore comments
in CSS files.
As with your HTML5 documents, you should comment your CSS files.

Validating Cascading Style Sheets





The W3C provides a tool on its Web site that will
validate CSS documents.
The validator is available at:
https://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/

Validating CSS

Validating CSS

Using Universal value in CSS
cukcss.css

strong
{
font-weight:bold;
color:red;
}
*
{
color:green;
}
p
{
font-style:italic;
color:blue;
}

Page2.html
<html>
<head>
<link rel=stylesheet href=cukcss.css type=text/css />
</head>
<body>
<strong> course Name: </strong> Web Design and
Development <br/>
<Strong> Course code:</strong> MTIT C 202<br/>
<strong> course description </strong><br/>
Web design and development is the study of tools and
techniques which are used for the design
and development of web based software solutions. <br/>
<br/> <br/>
<p>
<strong> Topics </strong><br/>
HTML, CSS, Javascript, ASP.net
</p>
</body>
</html>

Using universal value in css

CSS – Classes and IDs




What to do if we need to assign more than one style to the same
element.
For example, suppose that you define the following style for the
<p> element:
p { color: red }





If you define the <p> element like this, all paragraphs in your
document will be formatted with red text. If you want some
paragraphs to have black text, you’ll need to override the global
styles with an inline style. This however can become quite tedious if
many style changes are needed in a single document.
The better solution is to use a class or id selector.

CSS – Classes and IDs











Class and id selectors are used to define styles in your document that
are independent of elements.
Classes can be used to define styles for any number of elements and
for any number of occurrences of elements in a document.
The id attribute occurs only once in a document, so it should not be
used to declare styles for a number of elements.
For example, if you know that a certain element in a document will
be used to uniquely identify the document, but you are not sure which
element it will be in each document, you can use the id selector to
generically reference the unique element independent of the
document itself.
The syntax for the class and id attributes are shown on the next two
pages.

Class Selector Syntax

Style Sheet
.class_example {
color : red
}

HTML document reference
<p

class=“class_example”>

ID Selector Syntax

Style Sheet
#id_example {
color : black
}

HTML document reference
<p

id=“id_example”>

Using class and id Selectors





Using class and id selectors for style formatting requires certain
changes to the HTML5 document because the appropriate attributes
must be defined for each element to be formatted.

Classes can also be assigned to individual elements to allow more
control over formatting. This is done by placing the name of an
element in front of the period in a class style declaration. For
example, the following defines class formatting styles that apply only
to the <p> element:
p

{ color: black }

p.red_text { color: red }
p.cyan_text { color: cyan}


These declarations set font colors for the <p> element depending on
which class is defined in the element. If no class attribute is specified,
then the declaration for the <p> element of black is applied.

Example--- classes
Page3.html
Cukcss3,css
p
{
font-style:italic;
color:blue;
}
.right
{
text-align:right;
color:red;
}
p.description
{
color: green;
background-color: yellow;
font-style: italic;
}

<html><head>
<link rel=stylesheet href=cukcss3.css type=text/css />
</head>
<body>
<strong> course Name: </strong> Web Design and
Development <br/>
<Strong> Course code:</strong> MTIT C 202<br/>
<strong> course description </strong><br/>
<p> Web design and development is the study of tools
and techniques which are used for the design
and development of web based software solutions.
</p><br>
<p class=right> HTML and CSS can be used to give style
and form to the web pages while the language like java
script can be added to the pages for
client side programing.</p>
<p class=description> Using ASP.Net server side
programming can be added to the web pages
in which there is a provision of using both Csharp.net and
VB.net languages </p>
</body></html>

CSS Class Example

Example
#black {
color: #000000;
}
This rule renders the
content in black for
every element with id
attribute set to black in
our document.

H1#black {
color: #000000;
}
This rule renders the
content in black for only
<h1> elements with id
attribute set to black.

Example
#black h2 {
color: #000000;
}
In this example, all level 2
headings will be displayed
in black color when those
headings will lie within tags
having id attribute set to
black

Child Selector
body > p {
color: #000000;
}
This rule will render all the
paragraphs in black if they
are a direct child of the
<body> element. Other
paragraphs put inside other
elements like <div> or <td>
would not have any effect of
this rule.

Self study
Identifiers
Property Inheritance

Using class and id Selectors

Example – css file
/* define a class called box */
div.box{

Page4css.css

/*define id selector */
#identifier{

margin-top:50px;

color:red;

background-color:yellow;

}

color:#000090;
border-style:double;

/*define a class to align text to the right */

padding:10px;

.right{

border-color:#000090;

text-align:right;

}

}

/*define styles for <p> element */

/* define universal element formatting styles */

p{

*{

font-size:16pt;

color:#333333;

}

font-family:arial;
font-size:10pt;

/*define specific properties for <p> element with class
name description */
p.description{
color: #000099;
background-color:#cccccc;
font-style: italic;
}

}

Example – html file
<html>
Page4.html
<head>
<title> CSS Example 4 </title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="page4css.css"
type="text/css"/>
<style>
h1{
font-size:30pt;
text-align:center;
font-style:italic;
}
h2{
font-size:18pt;
text-align:left;
font-style:italic;
}

h3{
font-size:16pt;
text-align:left;
font-style:italic;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<h1> Course Description </h1>
<div class="box">
<div class="right">
<strong> Course Name:</strong> <span style=
"color:red"> Web Technology </span><br>
<strong> Course Code: </strong> MTIT C 202 <br/>
<strong> Time: </strong> 10:00 A.M to 11:00 A.M
<br>
</div>
</div>

<h2 id="identifier"> Course Description </h2>
<p class="description"> Webtechnology is an important course for the students of IT
and computer science. It helps students to understand various concepts related to
the working of web. This course also introduces variuos clientside and server side
technologies to the students
</p>
<h3> prerequisites: </h3>
<ul>
<li> MTIT 101 </li>
<li> MTIT 105 </li>
</ul>
</body>
</html>

Output

Property Inheritance








We looked at nesting elements in the HTML
Elements that are contained within other elements are said to be
children of the outer elements, and the outer elements are
referred to as parents of the nested elements.
This hierarchy of elements is applied to CSS in the form of
property inheritance.
Property inheritance means the properties that are defined for
parent elements are passed along to child elements, unless the
child element overrides the property.

Property Inheritance





For example, if the parent of an element sets its font to be
18 points, the child elements will also have a font size of
18 points unless they declare their own rules to override
the rules defined by the parent.
Using the course description example – let’s create a new
style sheet called inheritance.css to demonstrate
property inheritance for this HTML5 document.

inheritance.css

markup with inheritance.html

Notice that all text within the <strong>
elements is white which overrides the settings of
the <strong> element’s parent, which is
<body>, since the <body> element sets the text
color to green.

Since the Course Description is
contained within the <p>
element, this overrides the style
defined in the parent element
<body>.

Here <strong> overrides
<p> which overrides
<body>.

The list elements are not overridden
and appear in the green color as
specified by the <body> element.
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